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宇宙大規模構造における銀河
e.g., Mo, van den Bosch, White (2010)

100 Mpc/h

ダークマター

銀河の3次元的な集まり具合
=クラスタリング
大スケール O(10-100Mpc)

25 Mpc/h

ダークマターがつくる重力的な

ダークマターハロー

構造を反映
5 Mpc/h

銀河

セントラル(中心)

小スケール O(0.1-1Mpc)
ダークマターハロー内における
銀河の分布を反映

サテライト(衛星)
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銀河クラスタリングの統計量
State$of$the$art:$Sloan$Digital$Sky$Survey$
3次元 銀河地図 ( ra, dec, z )

SDSS
LRGS
Main sample

→ 宇宙論を仮定
→ x = ( X, Y, Z )
銀河の３次元個数ゆらぎ

1)$Measured$redshifts$give$3Kd$galaxy$distribution,$which$has$
many$more$modes$than$projected$quantities$like$CMB$or$weak$
lensing$
2)$Easy$to$measure:$eﬀects$of$order$unity$$
$

２点統計 (３点統計も同様)
Power Spectrum in Fourier Space

Correlation Function in Configuration Space
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宇宙論的にわかること
銀河は物質ゆらぎをトレース

パワースペクトル (ゆらぎの大きさ)

SS 天文月報 2011年8月号

？
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e.g., Takada, Futamase, Komatsu (2006)
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- ニュートリノ質量
e.g., SS, Takada, Taruya (2008,2009,2011)

ニュートリノ質量
ΛCDM + Σm1.0eV
ν=1.0eV

非線形効果!!
大スケール
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where N is a normalization constant
also makes our distance estimates more robust to parameter choices
$%
&1/2
in our fitting algorithms and reduces the scatter between the distance
estimates from the the correlation function and the power spectrum.
N≡
d3 r⟨w(r)n(r)⟩2
,
(32
We quantify these improvements further in the following sections.
and ⟨w(r)n(r)⟩ is the expected weighted distribution of galaxies a
We next compare the observed scatter in the best-fitting α in
location r in the absence of clustering, and n(r) is the galaxy density
the mocks to the σ α estimated in each fit from the χ 2 (α) curve.
In Fig. 7, we plot a histogram of (α − ⟨α⟩)/σ α from the mocks
The quantity δ D is the standard Dirac-δ function. We do not apply
and compare the result to the unit normal distribution. We find
luminosity-dependent weights (as applied by Percival et al. 2007b
excellent agreement; a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test finds a
and Reid et al. 2010), as we are only interested in the BAO, and no
high likelihood that the observed distribution is drawn from a unit
the overall shape of the power spectrum.
normal. Hence the Gaussian probability distribution obtained from
We chose to model the expected distribution of galaxies using
the χ 2 statistic is an appropriate characterization of the error on α.
random catalogue with points selected at the mean galaxy density
No. 2, 2005
DETECTION OF BARYON ACOUSTIC PEAK
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バリオン振動による距離測定
再結合時の音速ホライズン

Planck 2015 XIII

Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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regime by a factor of !4. The LRG sample should therefore outperform these surveys by a factor of 2 in fractional errors on large
scales. Note that quasar surveys cover much more volume than
even the LRG survey, but their effective volumes are worse, even
on large scales, due to shot noise.
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Fig. 9. The Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters determined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base ⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1 uncertainties. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).

In this paper, we analyze the large-scale clustering using the
two-point correlation function ( Peebles 1980, x 71). In recent
years, the power spectrum has become the common choice on
large scales, as the power in different Fourier modes of the linear
density field is statistically independent in standard cosmology
theories ( Bardeen et al. 1986). However, this advantage breaks
down on small scales due to nonlinear structure formation, while
on large scales elaborate methods are required to recover the statistical independence in the face of survey boundary effects (for
discussion, see Tegmark et al. 1998). The power spectrum and
correlation function contain the same information in principle,
as they are Fourier transforms of one another. The property of
the independence of different Fourier modes is not lost in real
space, but rather it is encoded into the off-diagonal elements of
Fig. 2.—Large-scale redshift-space correlation function of the SDSS LRG
the
covariance matrix via a linear basis transformation. One must
Figure 8. The CMASS DR9 power spectra before (left) and after (right)sample.
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and 0.14 (third line), all with !b h ¼ 0:024 and n ¼ 0:98 and with a mild nonsmall-scale effects such as shot noise and intrahalo astrophysics
linear prescription folded in. The bottom line shows a pure CDM model (!m h2 ¼
stay on small scales, well separated from the linear regime fluc⃝
C interesting
2012 ThetoAuthors,
427, 3435–346
0:105), which lacks the acoustic peak. It is
note that MNRAS
although the
tuations and acoustic effects.
data appear higher than
the models,
the covariance
between
the points isSociety
soft as ⃝
C 2012 RA
Monthly
Notices
of the Royal
Astronomical
We compute the redshift-space correlation function using
regards overall shifts in "(s). Subtracting 0.002 from "(s) at all scales makes the
2
the Landy-Szalay estimator (Landy & Szalay 1993). Random
plot look cosmetically perfect but changes the best-fit # by only 1.3. The bump
at 100 h#1 Mpc scale, on the other hand, is statistically significant. [See the electronic
catalogs containing at least 16 times as many galaxies as the LRG
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
sample were constructed according to the radial and angular selection functions described above. We assume a flat cosmology
sight direction than along the tangential direction. We sum these
with !m ¼ 0:3 and !" ¼ 0:7 when computing the correlation
function. We place each data point in its comoving coordinate
four correlation functions in the proportions corresponding to
the fraction of the sphere included in the angular bin, thereby relocation based on its redshift and compute the comoving separation between two points using the vector difference. We use
covering the spherically averaged redshift-space correlation funcbins in separations of 4 h#1 Mpc from 10 to 30 h#1 Mpc and
tion. We have not yet explored the cosmological implications of
the anisotropy of the correlation function ( Matsubara & Szalay
bins of 10 h#1 Mpc thereafter out to 180 h#1 Mpc, for a total of
20 bins.
2003).
We weight the sample using a scale-independent weighting
The resulting redshift-space correlation function is shown in
Figure 2. A more convenient view is shown in Figure 3, where
that depends on redshift. When computing the correlation funcwe have multiplied by the square of the separation, so as to flatten
tion, each galaxy and random point is weighted by 1/½1 þ n(z)Pw &
(Feldman et al. 1994), where n(z) is the comoving number density
out the result. The errors and overlaid models will be discussed
and Pw ¼ 40;000 h#3 Mpc3 . We do not allow Pw to change with
below. The bump at 100 h#1 Mpc is the acoustic peak, to be described in x 4.1.
scale so as to avoid scale-dependent changes in the effective bias
caused by differential changes in the sample redshift. Our choice
The clustering bias of LRGs is known to be a strong function
of Pw is close to optimal at k ' 0:05 h Mpc#1 and within 5% of
of luminosity (Hogg et al. 2003; Eisenstein et al. 2005; Zehavi
et al. 2005a), and while the LRG sample is nearly volume-limited
the optimal errors for all scales relevant to the acoustic oscillations
(k P 0:15 h Mpc#1 ). At z < 0:36, nPw is about 4, while nPw ' 1
out to z ! 0:36, the flux cut does produce a varying luminosity
at z ¼ 0:47. Our results do not depend on the value of Pw; changcut at higher redshifts. If larger scale correlations were preferentially drawn from higher redshift, we would have a differential
ing the value wildly alters our best-fit results by only 0.1 !.

BAOスケール = “標準ものさし”
宇宙論
を仮定

Fig. 10. Frequency-averaged T E (left) and EE (right) spectra (without fitting for T –P leakage). The theoretical T E and EE spectra
plotted in the upper panel of each plot are computed from the best-fit model of Fig. 9. Residuals with respect to this theoretical model
are shown in the lower panel in each plot. The error bars show ±1 errors. The green lines in the lower panels show the best-fit
temperature-to-polarization leakage model, fitted separately to the T E and EE spectra. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).

cosmological information if we assume that the anisotropies are
purely Gaussian (and hence ignore all non-Gaussian information coming from lensing, the CIB, cross-correlations with other
probes, etc.). Carrying out this procedure for the Planck 2013
T T power spectrum data provided in Planck Collaboration XV

obs

and 96 000 modes, respectively.4 From this perspective the 2015
Planck data constrain approximately 55 % more modes than in
the 2013 release. Of course this is not the whole story, since
some pieces of information are more valuable than others, and
in fact Planck is able to place considerably tighter constraints on

obs

Alcock & Paczynski (1979)

obs
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Redshift-space distortion (RSD) in general
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where θ(x, τ ) ≡ ∇ · u(x, τ ) is the divergence
(DGP) of the velocity field
(GR)
7
equations are now straightforward to solve. The velocity field, as an
field, can be completely described by its e.g.
divergence
θ(x, τ(2010)
) and its
Jain & Khoury
w(x, τ ) ≡ ∇ × u(x, τ ) , whose equations of motion follow from8Eq. (
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sible systematics in the anisotropic fitting methodologies, showing
that we achieve unbiased results with fiducial fitting methodology.
(iii) Manera et al. (2013b) describes the production of mock catalogues, used here to determine errors and test our analysis methods.
(iv) Percival et al. (2013) presents a method to propagate errors
in the covariance matrices determined from the mocks through to
errors on the final measurements.
(v) Tojeiro et al. (2014) presents measurements made at z =
0.32 from the low-redshift “LOWZ” BOSS sample of galaxies
which we now include in our constraints.

processed as part of SDSS Data Release 8 (Aihara et al. 2011).
BOSS is designed to obtain spectra and redshifts for 1.35 million galaxies over an extragalactic footprint covering 10 000 square
degrees. These galaxies are selected from the SDSS DR8 imaging
and are being observed together with 160 000 quasars and approximately 100 000 ancillary targets. The targets are assigned to tiles of
diameter 3 using a tiling algorithm that is adaptive to the density
of targets on the sky (Blanton et al. 2003). Spectra are obtained usEisenstein+ (2011)
ing the double-armed BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013). Each
observation is performed in a series of 900-second exposures, integrating until a minimum signal-to-noise ratio is achieved for the
faint galaxy targets. This ensures a homogeneous data set with a
2 ofFukugita+
high redshift completeness
more than 97 per
cent over the full
(1996)
survey footprint. Redshifts are extracted from the spectra using the
methods described in Bolton et al. (2012). A summary of the survey design appears in Eisenstein et al. (2011), and a full description
is provided in Dawson et al. (2012).
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Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (2009-2014)の宇宙論サーベイ
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- 2.5m telescope in Apache Point Observatory in NM, USA
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We also have produced a series of companion papers presenting complementary cosmological measurements from the DR10
and DR11 data:

151
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153

- image (u,g,r,i,z) bands with r~22.5 covering ~14,000deg
95
96

(i) Beutler et al. (2013) presents a fit to the CMASS power spectrum monopole and quadrupole,
measuring(2013)
Redshift-Space DistorDawson+
tions (RSD).
(ii) Samushia et al. (2013) fits the CMASS correlation function
monopole and quadrupole, measuring Redshift-Space Distortions
(RSD) using a streaming model.
(iii) Chuang et al. (2013b) fits CMASS correlation function
monopole and quadrupole using qausi-linear scales (e.g. above 50
Mpc/h) to extract single-probe measurements. For LOWZ sample,
they include smaller scales with Finger of God modeling.
(iv) Sánchez et al. (2013b) fits CMASS correlation function
wedges with a renormalised perturbation theory model.

- BOSS (DR9-DR12)
97
98

1) ~100万個 明るい銀河
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3D galaxy map in DR9
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2) ~10万個 クエーサー (Ly-α forest)
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2.2 Galaxy(2012),
CataloguesFont-Ribera+ (2013) etc
Slosar+
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BOSS selects two classes of galaxies to be targeted for spectroscopy using SDSS DR8 imaging. The ‘LOWZ’ algorithm is designed to select red galaxies at z < 0.45 from the SDSS DR8

SDSS-II DR7
Main Galaxy z~0.1 Luminous Red Galaxy z~0.35

The layout of this paper is as follows. We introduce the data
and the catalogue in the next section. The catalogue construction
is similar to that described in Anderson et al. (2012) for DR9,
and so we focus primarily on the differences and improvements in
Section 3. We present the analysis methods for our isotropic and
anisotropic measurements in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We
then present the isotropic results in Section 6 and the anisotropic
results in Section 7. Our systematic error assessment and final distance measurements are presented in Section 8 and these measurements are placed in a cosmological context in Section 9. We conclude in Section 10.
Throughout the paper we assume a fiducial ⇤CDM+GR, flat
cosmological model with ⌦m = 0.274, h = 0.7, ⌦b h2 = 0.0224,
ns = 0.95 and 8 = 0.8, matching that used in Anderson et al.
(2012, 2013). Note that this model is different from the current
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neighbour was not obtained because it was in a close pair (wcp ). F
CMASS, we additionally apply weights to account for the system
atic relationships we find between the number density of observe
galaxies and stellar density and seeing (weights wstar and wse
は、観測で決まる
respectively). Each galaxy is thus counted as

系統誤差のコントロール
平均個数密度

wtot7 = (wcp + wzf
系統誤差 → weight
BAO をかける
in SDSS-III BOSS galaxies
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nificant
anti-correlation
between
the
number
density
ofCREATION
CMAS
plates
may
be
observed
on
multiple
nights
until
the
desired
signal20.6,20.9
0.952
2.03⇥10
0.953
2.11⇥10
3 ANALYSIS CHANGES SINCE DR9
to-noise ratio is reached (Dawson et al. 2012).
20.9,21.2
0.902
4.20⇥10
0.906
4.33⇥10
The creation
of
the
266 feature
galaxies
andusingseeing
data.pipeline
It was
found
that
inof steps.
are
> 21.2
0.853
6.42⇥10
0.870
6.06⇥10
Thethe
BOSSimaging
spectroscopic reduction
is detailed
in
We analyse the BAO
and fit for distances
the 2-point of
a
number
W
et al. (2012), with minor updates given in Alam et al. (2015).
function in both configuration space (the correlation function, Bolton
⇠)
selection
procedure
Table 3. The coefficients we determine to apply weights for stellar density,
267 (the power
withspectrum,
greater
seeing
star-galaxy
separation
being a
Thethe
final DR12
catalogues used the
v5 7 0 tag of the algorithm
2
and in Fourier space
P ). An analysis
of the
redshifts and outco
s defined by Eq. 19. The stellar density weights are determined in bins of
package for spectroscopic calibration, extraction, classiisotropically averaged correlation function and power spectrum software
is
magnitude.
which we havean
a sp
fication,
and redshift analysis.
restrict the
large-scale structure
268 4 andplied
became
restrictive
andWethus
induced
the observed
presented in Section
an anisotropic
analysis of more
correlation
Reid+
(2014)
the
survey
mask,
w
catalogues to only include data from plates with PLATEQUALITY
function moments is presented in Section 5. The steps in both
included
in
the
LS
to “good.”
The criteria
for this designation
a minimum
of
analyses parallel269
one another:
(i) density-field reconstruction,
correlation.
Using(ii)set
the
same
catalog,
Ho etareal.
(2012)
derived
co
of i . The values of these coefficients for DR10 and DR11 are
cluded region. Fina
three exposures, the number of spectroscopic pixels flagged as bad
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The final weight wstar for a given galaxy is then
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computed according to the local stellar density by interpolating the

361
362
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computation of the two-point statistics, (iii) estimation of errors on
must be less than 10%, and a minimum signal-to-noise ratio rethese measurements by analysing mock catalogues and (iv) calcula-
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generate a set of “ra

2点統計の測定
2点相関関数の測定

Landy & Szalay (1993)

パワースペクトルの測定
- FKP estimator: FFT → 等方成分のみ Feldman, Kaiser,
- Yamamoto estimator: 非等方成分も可
- window function formulation

Peacock (1994)

Yamamoto+ (2006)

Beutler, SS, Seo+ (2014)

- Bianchi estimator: 非等方成分にFFTも可
Bianchi+ (2015), Scoccimarro (2015), Selpian & Eisenstein (2015)

covariance matrix: 多くの疑似銀河カタログ (N-body’)
e.g., Manera+ (2013), White, Tinker, McBride (2014), Kitaura+(2015)
§2. BOSS大スケール
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BAO再構築とフィット

ures. If we measure
the correlation function
power spec重力の非線形進化
→ orBAOピークを均す
using a fiducial cosmological model, denoted by a subscript
o convert angles and redshifts into distances, then to an excelを見積もり、ZA
flowだけ動かす
approximation theBAO再構築:
observed BAO position から
depends simply
on
Eisenstein+ (2007), Padmanabhan+ (2012), Seo, SS+, in prep
cale dilation parameter
↵=

DV (z)rd,fid
,
fid
DV r d

(22)
+ 7 nuisance parameters

BAO in SDSS-III BOSS galaxies
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h measures the relative position of the acoustic peak in the
versus the model, thereby characterising any observed shift.
> 1, the acoustic peak is shifted towards smaller scales, and
1 shifts the observed peak to larger scales. We now outline
methodology we use to measure ↵, tests made using mock catues, and how we combine results from ⇠(s), and P (k) meaments and from different binning schemes.
Methodology

have created separate pipelines to measure the average BAO
ion in the BOSS data in configuration space using the correlafunction,
⇠(s), and in Fourier space using the power spectrum,
§2. BOSS大スケール

Anderson, SS+ (2014)

13

p
D(z)/rd z

9

Aubourg+ (2014)

6dFGS
MGS
SDSS II
WiggleZ
LOWZ
CMASS
Ly auto
Ly cross

20

p
DM (z)/rd z
p
DV (z)/rd z
p
DH (z)/rd z

10

0.1

0.2

0.5
z

1.0

2.0

1. The BAO “Hubble diagram” from a world collection of detections. Blue, red, and green points show BAO meaFigure 22. The DV (z)/rd measured from galaxy surveys, divided by Figure
surements of D /r , D /r , and D /r , respectively, from the sources indicated in the legend. These can be compared
Planck
Collaboration:
Cosmological
parameters
to the correspondingly
colored lines, which represents
predictions of the fiducial Planck ⇤CDM model (with ⌦ = 0.3183,
SS+
(2014)
2015
p
the best-fit ちなみに、Anderson,
flat ⇤CDM prediction from the Planck
data.
All error vs
barsPlanck
h = 0.6704, see Section II C). The scaling by z is arbitrary, chosen to compress the dynamic range sufficiently to make error
visible on the plot. Filled points represent BOSS data, which yield the most precise BAO measurements at z < 0.7 and
are 1 . The Planck prediction is a horizontal line at unity, by construc- bars
the only measurements
110 at z > 2. For visual clarity, the Ly↵ cross-correlation points have been shifted slightly in redshift;
auto-correlation
points are plotted at the correct e↵ective redshift.
tion. The dashed line 1.10
shows the best-fit flat ⇤CDM prediction from the
0.1245
BOSS CMASS
SDSS MGS
WiggleZ
WMAP+SPT/ACT results, including their smaller-scale CMB compilation
data set of SDSS-II by [15] and from the WiggleZ surdecelerating universe and increasing
p in an accelerating
0.1230
105
are not included in our cosmological
universe. We set the x-axis to be 1 + z, which makes
(Bennett et al. 2013). In both cases, the grey region shows the 1 varia- vey by [19], which
analysis because they are not independent of the (more
H(z)/(1 + z) a straight line of slope H0 in an Einstein-de
tion in the predictions1.05
for DV (z) (at a particular redshift, as opposed to precise) BOSS measurements in similar redshift ranges. Sitter (⌦m = 1) model. For the0.1215
transverse BAO measurerepresent the predictions of the fiducial Planck
ments in the lower panel, we plot c ln(1 + z)/DM (z), chothe whole redshift range), which are dominated by uncertainties in ⌦m h2 . Curves
⇤CDM model, whose
line in the H(z)/(1+z)
100 parameters are determined inde- sen so that a constant (horizontal)
0.1200
2 varies, the prediction will move coherently up or pendently of the BAO measurements but depend on the plot would produce the same constant line in this panel,
As the value of ⌦m h1.00
assumptions of a flat universe and a cosmological conassuming a flat Universe. This quantity would decrease
0.1185flat cosmology. The
down, with amplitude indicated by the grey region. One can see the mild stant. Overall, there is impressively good agreement be- monotonically in a non-accelerating
tween the CMB-constrained ⇤CDM model and the BAO
quantities in both the upper and lower panels approach
95
BOSS in
CMASS
tension between the two sets of CMB results, as discussed
Planck Col- measurements, especially as no parameters have been ad- H0 as z approaches zero, independent
0.1170 of other cosmologBOSS LOWZ
0.95
justed in light of the BAO data. However, there is noical parameters. We convert the BOSS LOWZ and MGS
laboration (2013b). The current galaxy BAO data fall in between the two ticeable tension between the Planck ⇤CDM model and measurements of DV (z) to DM (z) in the lower panel as6DFGS
0.1155
suming the fiducial Planck ⇤CDM
parameters; this is a
predictions and are clearly consistent with both. As we describe in Sec. 7.5, the LyaF BAO measurements.
90
robust approximation because all acceptable cosmologies
Figure 2 displays a subset of these BAO measurements
similar scaling at these
low redshifts. Note that
0.1140
the anisotropic CMASS
fit would yield a prediction for this plot that is 0.5 with scalings that elucidate their physical content. In the produce
0.90
the H(z) and DM (z) measurements from a given data
upper
panel,
we
plot
H(z)/(1
+
z),
which
is
the
proper
are covariant, in the
per cent higher than the isotropic CMASS fit; this value would fall some- velocity between two objects with a constant comoving set (i.e., at a particular redshift)
0.1125
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8 separation of 1 Mpc.
85 This quantity is declining in a sense that the points on these panels are anti-correlated
what closer to the Planck prediction. In addition to the BOSS data points,
1350
1400
1450
1500
fid
plot SDSS-II results as open circles, that fromzPercival et al. (2010) at
DA (0.57)(rdrag
/rdrag ) [Mpc]
14
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z = 0.275 and from Padmanabhan et al. (2012) at z = 0.35. These data
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describe an extension of the Kaiser factor. The density (P ),
velocity divergence (P✓✓ ) and their cross-power spectra (P ✓ )
are identical in linear theory, while in the quasi non-linear
regime, the density power spectrum increases and velocities
~xi )wFKP (~xj )
Taruya,on
Nishimichi,
SS (2010)
extended
model
randomised
small scales
which damps the velocity
(37) TNSare
power spectrum (Scoccimarro 2004). Beside this fact, we
need to relate the density and velocity fields for (dark) matter to those of galaxies.
HereKaiser
we assume noHigher-order
velocity bias, i.e.,
FoG
Nonlinear
corrections
✓g = ✓, but include every possible galaxy bias term at next= 1,
(38)
to-leading order using symmetry arguments (McDonald &
FoG:
is treated
as a free parameter
Roy 2009):
e 9 we plot the win2
P
(k)
=
b
Nonlinear
Kaiser
g,
1 P (k) + 2b2 Pb2, (k) + 2bs2 Pbs2, (k)
R11 north and south.
L
ction multipoles are
(40)
+ 2b3nl 32 (k)Pm
(k) + b22 Pb22 (k)
k), which results in
+ 2b2 bs2 Pb2s2 (k) + b2s2 Pbs22 (k) + N,
re 8. Later, when we
Pg, ✓ (k) = b1 P ✓ (k) + b2 Pb2,✓ (k) + bs2 Pbs2,✓ (k)
tipoles, we calculate
- b1 term: linear bias
(41)
2
lin
ach model multipole
+ b3nl 3 (k)Pm (k),
wing eq. -29.
al- nonlinear local bias, treated as free
b2This
terms:
lin
power spectra with
where Pm
is the linear matter power spectrum. Here we in- constant N: accounts
for
super-Poisson noise
troduce five galaxy bias parameters: the renormalized linear

RSD: 非線形モデル

- bs2, b3nl term: nonlinear non-local bias,
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Figure 14. Two dimensional likelihood distribution of DV (zeﬀ )/r
3. The measured CMASS-DR11 monopole (top) and quadrupole (bottom) power spectra. The black data points are the mea16s (zd ) an
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surement of the north and the red data points are the measurement of the southern part of CMASS-DR11. The black data points have
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Our model of the multipole power spectrum accounts
for nonlinear evolution on the basis of perturbation theory.
Planck-A (free Σ mdistor)
We adopt the modelling of non-linear redshift-space
Planck-A +CMBlensing (free Σ m )
tion by Taruya, Nishimichi & Saito (2010)
and extend this
CFHTLS
approach0.85
to include the local and non-local
galaxy bias with
Kilbinger et al. (2013)
its stochasticity.
Planck-A +Beutler2013
The parameter fits using the fitting Planck-A
range+Beutler2013+CFHTLS
k = 0.01 0.20h/Mpc are considered the main results of this paper.
0.8 a multivariate Gaussian likelihood to use our
We provide
results for cosmological constraints.
Our analysis has been performed blind, meaning that
0.75 checks and the set-up of the fitting procedure
all systematics
has been done on mock catalogues and only at the last stage
did we analyse the actual CMASS-DR11 power spectrum
measurement.
0.7 The results of our analysis can be summarised
in the following five points:

Planck
Planck-A L (free Σ mν )

ν

ν

Planck-A L+Beutler2013

0.85

Planck-A L+Beutler2013+CFHTLS

L

L

σ8

σ8

0.35
Ωm

LCDM
0.95

0.3

0.8

BOSS: Making robust neut
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Table 3. Constraints on and the sum of the neutrino masses from W
et al. (2013). For
we show 1 errors, while for the sum of the neut
P
constraints on
m⌫ are significantly degraded compared to the results
0.7
are the constrains obtained in Beutler et al. (2013) within ⇤CDM for
dataset(s)

0.65
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0.4
Ωm
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Figure 17. Comparison between Planck+WP (Ade et al. 2013a),
Planck SZ clusters (Ade et al. 2013b), CFHTLS lensing (Kilbinger
et al. 2013) and our results in 8 -⌦m . When using only the f 8
constraint from our analysis (orange contours), there is a degeneracy, similar to the cluster and lensing datasets. The geometric
information can break this degeneracy. While the AP e↵ect is
only depending on ⌦m , our DV /rs constraint does require calibration of the sound horizon. We show the results, where we fix
the sound horizon to the value of Planck+WP (blue contours)
and the value reported by WMAP9 (green contours). The results
are summarised in Table 3. To turn our f 8 constraint into a
constraint on 8 we assume GR ( = 0.55) and ⇤CDM similar to
the Planck contours (brown contours). The tension in 8 between
our measurement and Planck+WP is directly related to the large
we find in our ⇤CDM consistency check in section 9.1.

(i) We provide a set of equations (eq. 32, 33, 36, 37),
0.65 us to incorporate the window function and the
0.65
which allows
WMAP9+Beutler2013
0.72
Planck AL +Beutler2013
0.67
integral constraint into our analysis in a self-consistent man0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
WMAP9+Beutler2013 (⇤CDM) 0.76
ner, without using any simplifying assumptions and without
Σm
Ωm
ν [eV]
Planck+Beutler2013
(⇤CDM)
0.77
the need to split the survey into sub-regions.
P
(ii) Our study of systematic uncertainties lead to a maxFigure
likelihood for ⌦m - 8 (left) and
m⌫ - 8 (right) when combining Planck MCMC chains within ⇤CDM
P 6. Two-dimensional
imum free
wavenumber
of di↵erent
kmax = low
0.20h/Mpc
for ourofanalysis,
m⌫ with
redshift growth
structure constraints. We show the main Planck results in the two plots on th
where The
the total
error ofplots
f (ze↵
) 8 the
(ze↵results
) is minimised.
two bottom
show
where we Our
used fia Planck MCMC chain with the AL -lensing signal marginalised out. The o
nal systematic
uncertainty
for
f
(z
)
(z
)
is
3.1%
when
8 e↵
e↵ with
1.4 of Beutler et al. (2013). The green contours additio
contours show Planck combined
the DV /rs , F
AP and f 8 constraints
Planck-A (free ∑ m )
using the
fitting
range kThe
= 0.01
0.20h/Mpc.
geometric
include
CFHTLS.
blue- contours
showThe
Planck
and Planck AL combined with CMB
lensing (top left and bottom left, respecti
Planck-A +(f σ )
The results
aref?
summarised
in Table
parameters
fk and
(DV /rs and
FAP )2.do not show any
Planck-A
+(D
/r , F , fσ )
1.2
significant systematic uncertainties.
(iii) Our power spectrum model includes 7 free parame1
P f , the growth
ters. The
two geometric
parameters,
?
straints
improves this
detectionfktoandm
(i) We have a significant (> 3 ) detection of the neu
⌫ = 0.351±0.091 eV.
rate fThis
(ze↵ )detection
4 nuisance
Wevariations
find
8 (ze↵ ) and
is robust
against parameters.
various dataset
as
mass
0.8in WMAP9 and Planck AL , where Planck AL
fk = 1.018
± 0.036,
f? 2.
= The
1.029results
± 0.015
f (z
)=
e↵ ) 8 (ze↵in
shown
in Table
areand
also
presented
Figure 6
resents the Planck dataset without the lensing contrib
0.419 ±(lower
0.044,two
where
we included
the7systematic
uncertainty
plots)
and Figure
(bottom plot).
to the
0.6 temperature power spectrum.
of 3.1%. The geometric parameters fk and f? can be expresses as DV (ze↵ )/rs (zd ) = 13.89 ± 0.18 and FAP (ze↵ ) =
(ii)
0.4 We do not find a significant detection of the neu
(1 + ze↵ )DA (ze↵ )H(ze↵ )/c = 0.679 ± 0.031. While the gemass when using the main Planck dataset including the
ometric parameters found in our analysis agree very well
ing 0.2
contribution.
5 Planck
DISCUSSION
with the
prediction within ⇤CDM, the growth rate
is about
below the Planck
prediction.
Wesection
provideasafollows:
We1.4
can summarise
the results
of the last
(iii) The AL -lensing contribution leads to significan
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
multivariate Gaussian likelihood to use our results (see secΩm
tion 8.3).
We RAS,
stressMNRAS
that our
measurement
is based on a
c 0000
000,
000–000
set of assumptions described in section 6.3, that should be
Figure 8. Two-dimensional likelihood of
and ⌦m . We combine di↵erent parts of the CMASS results P
of Beutler et al.
(2013)
17
keep in mind when using our results. All results are sumwith Planck AL , where the parameter
m⌫ is
!varied freely.

ニュートリノ質量の制限は、強くPlanckに依存

L

GRとconsistent

Additionally we can include the BAO information
(DV /rs ), where we however have to fix the sound horizon size rs . In Figure 17 we show the constraint using
the sound horizon of Planck+WP (blue contours) and
WMAP9 (green contours). We use the sound horizon in co§2. BOSS大スケール
moving
units rsPlanck (zd ) = 98.79 Mpc/h and rsWMAP9 (zd ) =

0.20+-0.13 eV
0.34+-0.14 eV
< 0.23 eV (95%C.L.)

c.f. Song+ (2015)

L

γ

- Planck + B14
- Planck-AL + B14
- Planck 2015

L

ν
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8

DR12 & 今日カバーしていない話題
DR11までで今日カバーしていないトピック
- Non-Gaussianity
- バイスペクトル解析

Ross+ (2013)
Gil-Marin+ (2015)
18

Reid et al.

DR12 (おそらく年内には出したい)
Reid+ (2015)
- CMASS + LOWZ
Gil-Marin+ (2015)
BAO + RSD:
- Combined Sample
BAO + RSD alphabetical
Beutler, SS+, in prep
RSD analysis
Mock Challenge Tinker, SS+, in prep
BAO reconstruction in P(k) Seo, SS+, in prep

Figure 11. Number density of all four target classes assuming our fiducial cosmology with ⌦m = 0.31, along with the sum of the CMASS and
LOWZ number densities (black).
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following the same algorithm outlined in Anderson et al. (2014b),
summing over 200 redshift shells
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§2. BOSS銀河クラスタリング@大スケール
§3. BOSS銀河クラスタリング@小スケール
- 小スケールクラスタリングの重要性
- 銀河・ハロー関係のモデル
- BOSS銀河における我々の研究

SS, Leauthaud+ (2015)

§4. 2020年代までの見通し

19

銀河・(N体の)ハロー関係
18

J. Coupon et al.

Coupon++(2015)

宇宙論: 疑似銀河カタログの作成
ハロー質量の決定
e.g. Yamauchi+ (2014)

銀河進化: 星・ハロー質量関係
Behroozi+ (2010), Leauthaud+ (2012)

BOSS CMASS = ‘Constant Stellar Mass’
- これまでにない重い銀河の統計

Figure 10. The best-fit M⋆ − Mh relationship for central galaxies, shown in the black shaded area (total-error based 68% confidenc
limits), compared with a number of results from the literature at similar redshifts. The results shown here represent the mean stell
mass at fixed halo mass or halo-mass proxy (X-ray temperature or satellite kinematics), ⟨M⋆ |Mh ⟩, but plotted Mh as function of M⋆
ease the comparison with the literature. We perform appropriate halo mass conversions and IMF stellar mass corrections when require
The length of the grey arrow in the bottom right corner shows the shift (∼ 0.2 dex) measured from the direct comparison between stell
masses used in Leauthaud et al. (2012) and George et al. (2011), compared to those in Ilbert et al. (2010) which were estimated in
similar way to this study. The error bar on the bottom-right corner indicates the typical systematic uncertainty arising from the mode

- 全てが赤いわけでも死んでいるわけでもない
* ~25% SF disk
* ~37% blue cloud

Masters+ (2011)

Montero-Dorta+ (2014)

小スケール O(0.1-1Mpc)
クラスタリング分布を用いる
§3. BOSS小スケール

among widely-used ΛCDM models, the fine-tuning of our
dust extinction law modelling, and potential biases in the
photometry/calibration. We recall that this list of systematic uncertainties is not exhaustive and, for example, ignores
the choice of SPS models, which may be responsible for even
larger systematic eﬀects. An estimate of the systematic errors from the model, as detailed in Section 4.5, is also shown
in the bottom-right corner.

host halo

Behroozi et al. (2013), shown as the light-blue shaded
area, put constraints on the M⋆ − Mh relationship by populating dark matter halos in simulations and comparing abundances using observed stellar mass functions from a number
of surveys. They characterised the uncertainties aﬀecting
stellar mass estimates by accounting for a number of systematic errors. In particular, unlike in our systematic errors, the
authors had to include uncertainties arising from the choice
of the IMF and the SPS galaxy templates, necessary when
combining the stellar mass functions from several works using diﬀerent stellar mass measurement methods. Here we
consider their results at z ∼ 1. A significant diﬀerence with
our model resides in the assumption that satellite galaxies
in larger halos are seen as central galaxies in sub-halos. To
circumvent the diﬃculty of accurately predicting a sub-halo

central

satellite

mass function (e.g. complications from tidal stripping), th
galaxies in sub-halos at the time of interest are matched t
their progenitors at the time of merging onto the centr
galaxy halo, under the assumption that the M⋆ − Mh evolu
tion at a given stellar mass is identical whether the host ha
is isolated or inside a larger halo. In comparison, our mod
is a “snapshot” of the galaxy halo occupation at a give
time, where the satellite distribution is mainly constraine
by galaxy clustering.

The results from Leauthaud et al. (2012) in COSMO
are shown in brown and green at redshifts z ∼ 0.6 an
z ∼ 0.9, respectively. We observe a small discrepancy which
compared to our results, is unlikely to be explained by di
ferences in the modelling of the HOD (since the model
essentially identical), nor the sample variance as confidenc
limits do not overlap. A diﬀerence in stellar mass estimate
on the other hand is more likely to be at the origin of th
discrepancy. To check this hypothesis, we have compare
the stellar mass estimates from Ilbert et al. (2010), whic
were measured in a similar way to this study, with thos
used in Leauthaud et al. (2012) with the method describe
in Bundy et al. (2006). We measured an oﬀset of ∼ 0.2 de
illustrated in Fig. 10 as the grey arrow. Part of the diﬀerenc
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銀河・ハロー関係のモデル
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Leauthaud, Bundy, SS+ (2015)

✦ The color cut dominates at low z, while the luminosity cut does at high z.
§3. BOSS小スケール
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S82-MGC Stellar Mass Function
6

Saito et al.

SS, Leauthaud, Hearin+ (2015)

Fig. 1.— (Left) The total SMF from Stripe 82 (black squares) measured from s82-mcg (139.4 deg2 ) and the SMF measured using only
CMASS galaxies (magenta squares). Other SMFs determined from smaller area surveys at similar redshifts are also shown. Red, blue, and
green circles show results from PRIMUS (5.5 deg2 ) at 0.4 < z < 0.5, 0.5 < z < 0.65, and 0.65 < z < 0.8, respectively. Cyan triangles show
one wide redshift bin from the COSMOS survey (1.64 deg2 ). Our best-fitting double Schechter function for total SMF (see Section 6.1
later) is shown as a solid black curve. (Right) SMFs as a function of redshift measured using only the CMASS sample. As a reference, we
also show the total SMF from the s82-mgc at 0.43 < z < 0.70 and log10 (M∗ /M⊙ ) > 10.5. Note that the s82-mgc is complete to roughly
log10 (M∗ /M⊙ ) > 11.2. As shown in Leauthaud et al. (in prep), CMASS is only complete in terms of stellar mass at the highest masses
and in a relatively narrow redshift range.

✦ S82-MGC provides the best constraint at high mass,
and is complete at

we ✦
findThe
a diﬀerence
in the real-space
correlation
function
for SMFs
stellar mass
completeness
of CMASS. This section
selection
effect makes
the
CMASS
redshift
dependent.
−4
3
at fixed number density, n ≃ 1.58×10 (h/Mpc) , at the
explains the details of our methodology. In this paper
1 - 2 % level at large scales. The largest diﬀerences (at
we only explore models that reproduce the projected twothe
level
of
5%)
are
seen
at
the
1-halo
to
2-halo
regime
at
point correlation function of the full CMASS sample over23
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アセンブリーバイアス？
SS, Leauthaud, Hearin+ (2015)

Subhalo Abundance Matching (SHAM)
- hydro simulationでうまくいく Chaves-Montero+ (2015)
-選択条件を自然に取り込める
if ランダムダウンサンプルでよい
= stochastic color
CMASS SHAM

Fig. 12.— Left panel: Comparison between the measured CMASS pseudo multipoles from R14 and the prediction from our AbM and
AgM mock catalogs. Solid lines correspond to the pseudo monopole and dashed lines correspond to the pseudo quadrupole. Neither the
halo evolution of the pseudo multipoles shown as
AbM or the AgM model are able to reproduce the BOSS measurements. Middle panel: redshift
a fractional diﬀerence with respect to the measurement for the full sample. Red, blue, and green squares correspond to BOSS measurements
in three diﬀerent redshift bins. The measured BOSS
multipoles
display
almost no
variation with
redshift.Miyatake+
In stark contrast
with
Gaopseudo
& White
(2007),
Hearin,
Watson+
(2014),
(2015)
the BOSS measurements, our models (solid colored lines) predict a significant evolution in the pseudo multipoles, driven by the fact that
BOSS小スケール
the mean stellar mass of CMASS increases by a factor of 1.8 over the range 0.43 < z < 0.7.

アセンブリーバイアスを示唆？

§3.
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- 2020年代までの可視・光赤外の分光観測計画
- 個人的にSKAで面白いと思うこと
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2020年代までの分光サーベイ計画

The
Competition:
Schedules
村山さん・田村さんのスライド

Tamura
@PFSミーティング

MOONS: GA and galaxy surveys
DESI: Cosmology

WEAVE: GA

4MOST: GA & galaxy surveys

eBOSS/HETDEX:
cosmology

EUCLID: cosmology

SKA2?

HSC$SSP
PFS
CONSTRUCT
ION

2017

PFS
COMMISSIO
PFS SCIENCE OPS
NING
3.2. 国際 SKA のサイエンス

2018

71

図 3.6: (左図) 様々な BAO 観測計画での H および DA の決定精度。(右図) 暗黒エネルギー状態方程
式パラメータ (w0 , wa ) の決定精度。比較のため、Euclid による銀河サーベイ計画の感度もプロッ
2019 2020 2021
2022
2023
2024
表(Bull
3.4: SKA
(Maartens et al., 2015)。
トしている。
et al.,の宇宙論サーベイデザイン
2015)

NB: The “realistic” schedules of the competing projects are preliminary/ 40
speculative.
サーベイ
フェーズ
赤方偏移 掃天面積 [deg2 ] 銀河数 [個2]
る。SKA1 では 5, 000 deg2 程度の掃天であるのに対し、SKA2 では 30, 000 deg
を掃くことができ
7
SKA1-MID/SUR
z
!
0.7
5,
000
≃
10
HI 銀河赤方偏移サーベイ ≃ 5 個/arcmin2 (SKA1)、≃ 10 個/arcmin2 (SKA2) であり、可視光による
る。観測しうる銀河数は
SKA2-MID/SUR
z!2
30, 000
≃ 109
弱重力レンズサーベイに比べて若干見劣りする。しかし、高赤方偏移銀河まで観測できることか
SKA1-MID/SUR
z!3
30, 000
−
HI
強度マッピングサーベイ
ら、他波長サーベイと遜色ない観測を行うことができる。
SKA2-MID/SUR z ! 3.7
30, 000
−
SKA1-MID
z!3
30, 000
≃ 108
銀河連続波サーベイ
SKA2-MID
z!6
30, 000
≃ 109

3.2.2

§4. 2020年代までの見通し

バリオン音響振動

サーベイ
(“Billion
galaxy survey”) として期待されている。この節では以下、SKA Phase-1 (SKA1)
BAO
の振動スケールの測定は、主に銀河の赤方偏移探査から銀河のクラスタリング解析を行う
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2015年個人的MVP: Croft et al.

CGM構造を探る III

Ly-α intensity mapping from BOSS

“Large-scale clustering of Lyman-α emission intensity
柏川さんのスライド@PFSミーティング
from SDSS/BOSS” Croft et al. arXiv:1504.04088
~13万個の
~100万個の銀河(0.15<z<0.70)
2.0<z<3.5QSO
3647A<λ<5470Aのスペクトル
→ 2.0<z<3.5のLyAに相当

ファイバー

銀河のスペクトルはbest-fit
SEDモデルで除去

銀河+sky引きの残差
§4. 2020年代までの見通し

LyA

LyA

LyA
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2015年個人的MVP: Croft et al.
負のKaiser効果

Zheng+ (2012)

diffuse
Ly-α成分
Lyman-α emission intensity
Lyman-α emission intensity

7

13

Figure 13. The star formation rate density (ρSFR ) inferred from
our measurement of the mean Lyα surface brightness in the Universe between z = 2−3.5 (see Section 5) is shown as the red point
lineunits
error(of
bars,
that the linear
Figure 4. Left panel: The quasar-Lyα cross-correlation ξqα as a function of r∥ with
and rsolid
Lyαassuming
surface brightness)
are bias factor for
⊥ . The
−1
Lyα
bαreduce
= 3, anoise
reasonable
value the
for the luminositythe same as in Figure 2. The contours are spaced at values of 10−21 erg s−1 cm−2
Å emission
arcsec−2 .isTo
in the image,
weighted
clustering
of model
star forming
forming
galaxies (see Section
dataset was smoothed with a Gaussian filter with σ = 4h−1 Mpc (2 cells) before plotting.
Right
panel: The
fit to the
quasar-Lyα
5). The true value of bα is unknown, so this data point should
cross-correlation including redshift-space distortions (see Section 3.4).
be scaled by 3/bα . Other data values plotted with open (black)
symbols are from published ρSFR values which used UV estimaThe solid (blue) points show estimates of ρSFR computed
where µ = rtors.
(r⊥ , r∥ ) data. To compute the model for ξqα (r⊥ , r∥ ), we
∥ /r, and
from the
first assume the linear ΛCDM correlation function shape
! luminosity functions of" surveys for Lyα emitters. The
1 given in Section
1
references
The shaded(10)
area represents the
used in Equation 3 and then use a model for peculiar veξ0 (s) = 1 +are(β
βq β5.
q + βα ) +
α ξ(r)
Figure 12. The eﬀect of removing strong lines on the shape and
3
5
range of dust corrected UV estimates compiled by Bouwens et al.
locities to distort it in redshift space. Our pecular velocity
amplitude of the quasar-Lyα cross-correlation. We show the fit
(2010).
model includes standard linear infall for large scale flows
!
"
parameters for the amplitude bq bq−Lyαe ⟨µLyα ⟩ and shape Ωm
2020年代までの見通し
(Kaiser 1987) and a small scale random velocity dispersion
2
4
of a linearly biased CDM model fit to the Lyα cross-correlation ξ2 (s) =
(βq + βα ) + βq βα [ξ(r) − ξ(r)],
(11)

cross-correlation: DMハロー・HIガス・SF銀河関係？

§4.
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まとめ
銀河の3次元クラスタリング分布を用いたサイエンスの紹介
BOSSによる史上最大規模の分光銀河カタログ
◯ 大スケール解析 [ BAO, RSD ]
- 宇宙定数、一般相対性理論とconsistent
- BOSSに合わせて解析手法が発展してきた
◯ 小スケール解析 [ 銀河・ハロー関係 ]
- 疑似銀河カタログの作成に本質的
- 未だにモデルが発展途上
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